
WRITE AN INEQUALITY THAT DESCRIBES THE GRAPHITE

Let's practice how to graph one-variable and two-variable inequalities and how to determine the symbolic representation
of an inequality given its graph.

The student will also convert between standard form and slope-intercept form of a linear equation. After 2
minutes of work time, we come back together as a class. In this case the set of solutions to the inequality
include all real numbers less than 8. More important, though, jump FTL is less intrusive in stories. This
indicates that all real numbers less than 8 are solutions to the inequality. Hack writers will assume that "if we
have to break a few laws of physics for FTL, why not just throw all the laws out the window? Graph the
equation of the line for the inequality. Choose an ordered pair on both sides of the graphed line. This indicates
that all real numbers greater than or equal to 0 are solutions to the inequality. I need help asap. Some specific
examples of solutions to the inequality include 0, 0 , 8, -2 , and 1,  This indicates that all real numbers less
than or equal to 2 are solutions. This states that any new theory must give the same answers as the old theory
where the old theory has been confirmed by experiment. Essential Questions If your inequality symbol is "less
than" or "greater than," what type of boundary line should you graph? Warp was old-fashioned even when
classic Trek used it, and is hardly encountered any more. The ordered pairs on the solid line are a part of the
solution. Internal self-consistency is better than nothing. This is for a couple of reason. The general rule is
what physicists call the correspondence principle or the Classical limit. The ordered pairs on the dashed line
are NOT a part of the solution. In his "Lucky Starr" novels, Isaac Asimov uses the term "Hyperatomic
spaceships", presumably since the spacecraft had both a faster-than-light Hyperspace engine and a more
conventional atomic engine. It also favors artsy semi-streamlined spacecraft designs, a la Trek, presumably to
slide cleanly through whatever it is you go through in FTL. And when you break the laws for your FTL drive,
at least establish some limitations and rules. Navigation is all done beforehand, in normal Space, as you line
up to make the jump. Space opera with no StarDrive is like chocolate cake without the chocolate. The
physicists have actually been - very marginally - helpful in this regard, what with wormholes, quantum
tunneling, and so forth. Omitting physics will degrade your novel to a pathetic lack of accuracy worse than an
average Space Ghost cartoon. The technical term for FTL is "superluminal". Over the years, SF writers have
grasped at any conceivable loophole in the laws of physics that might theoretically allow them to speed things
up. If your inequality symbol is "less than or equal to" or "greater than or equal to," what type of boundary line
should you graph? No one, after all, wants to take decades or centuries to get anywhere. Some specific
examples of solutions to the inequality include -5, 1, 2, 3, and 7. The semi-demi-plausible wormhole and
quantum-tunneling concepts seem to imply a jump. In vintage SF, the propulsion was commonly termed
"hyperdrive"since the starships evaded Einstein by entering a dimension called "hyperspace" where there was
a higher speed limit. Substitute the ordered pair into the original inequality to determine which part or side of
the line should be shaded. Go read the "Faster Than Light" entry in Wikipedia. Students work on their own to
write an equation to represent the Wonka Bar problem. However, while Faster-Than-Light travel is about as
handwavium as you can get, it is unfortunately the sine qua non of interstellar space opera. Once you make it
you have no further control till you pop back out, hopefully where you wanted to go. How do you convert an
equation from standard form to slope-intercept form? Graphing Solutions to Inequalities in One Variable A
solution of an inequality is any value that makes the inequality true. So far as genuine scientific plausibility
goes, a ship's FTL Drive might just as well be a pretty woman in a white dress who lights some candles and
flips tarot cards while chanting in Welsh. Interestingly, though, it is one piece of Techjargon that has entered
the everyday language; people who never heard of FTL know that warp speed means "really, really fast. In
contrast, "jump" FTL is a sort of rabbit hole that you hop through to get where you're going. The student
applies the mathematical process standards when using graphs of linear functions, key features, and related
transformations to represent in multiple ways and solve, with and without technology, equations, inequalities,
and systems of equations.


